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DataSafe Employee Spotlight

Thoughts from Tom Reis

Service Delivery Representative

Earn Referral Green and Spring into Organization

Carlos Rosales

Carlos Rosales has been
working with DataSafe
for 23 years in numerous
roles and locations.
Carlos started out in the
records center where he
worked in the night crew
before shifting into a day
records center attendant.
Carlos next worked as a
driver out of the former
Palo Alto location before
helping transition the
new (at the time) Newark
route. After time in
Newark, Carlos moved
back to South San Francisco as a driver and has been providing
quality scheduled services for the last 16 years! He loves being
out on the road and enjoys the sense of responsibility and pride
in handling clients’ valuable data and the extra steps involved
to ensure ultimate security. “I like that I get to know so many
different types of people—the small exchanges that brighten a day
and the different environments I get to see--that is one of the best
parts of being a driver. You also get a real sense of community by
working in a small family business—I’m lucky to have connected
with good people here.” Carlos is originally from El Salvador,
and moved to the United States when he was 9 years old. Carlos
is an avid soccer fan, but his true passion lies in coaching youth
soccer in San Francisco. He looks forward to teaching his team
soccer skills but also sportsmanship. When he’s not on his many
routes or coaching, Carlos enjoys spending time with this family
and friends (He is a father of 3) and trying his luck with the slot
machines at casinos. His favorite comfort food is “any soup or
stew!” and he enjoys sport talk radio and music. Thanks, Carlos
for being a dedicated part of the DataSafe team!

“Science has never drummed up quite as
effective a tranquilizing agent as a sunny
spring day.” —W. Earl Hall

Connect with us!

CEO of DataSafe

St. Patrick’s Day heralds in
the green season and who
doesn’t like a little extra green
around St Patricks’ Day? For
each of your client referrals
that signs up for a new service
with DataSafe, you will receive
a $50 gift card. If you like
spreading good luck and
great service, Contact info@
datasafe.com.
Spring is almost here and that also means the joys of Tax
season. It’s stressful for everyone, and most of the burden lies in
getting your documents in order. We are here to help make this
year’s process easier, and even ease next year’s tax challenges as well.
It is crucial that you have an organizational procedure set
in place and we can help with the first step. Scheduling a secure
one-time shredding service or lining up a delivery for locked
shredding consoles for the office will create space and better focus
for your organization. It’s a lot easier to focus when unnecessary
information and out-of-date documents are out of the way. Our
Imaging services can provide another valuable saving of time and
resources for your organization. Avoid the pressured scramble of
searching for required documentation during a filing or an audit.
During this process, you don’t need to worry about being without
any of your information-we can quickly provide access to any of
your documents while our trained experts scan every point of data
into a searchable and secure collection.
When it comes to ultimate security, it is better to be
overprepared and that’s where investing in our off-site document
storage service will protect your less-active files long-term. They are
safeguarded against all elements in our state-of-the-art record center
facilities that also offer climate-controlled vault storage. We are
the team that proudly overdoes it when it comes
Reis
to service, security and your peace of mind.
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Green Living: Oven Cleaning

A clean oven is more efficient than a dirty one. But cleaning
an oven can be a taxing chore. If you’re in the market for a
new oven, be sure to look for one with a self-cleaning setting.
While these ovens are more energy efficient because they’re so
well insulated, be sure to use the self-cleaning mode sparingly.
Self-cleaning uses a great deal of energy, so time its use right
after cooking a meal while the oven is still hot.

Patt’s Corner
The More Things Change,
the more they stay the same:
Disk drives are reaching their
limits, but magnetic tape just
gets better and better
Recent advances in bigdata analytics and artificial
intelligence have created strong
incentives for enterprises to
amass information about every
measurable aspect of their
businesses. And financial regulations now require organizations to
keep records for much longer periods than they had to in the past.
The amount of data being recorded is increasing at 30 to 40
percent per year. At the same time, the capacity of modern hard
drives, which are used to store most of this, is increasing at less
than half that rate. Fortunately, much of this information doesn’t
need to be accessed instantly. And for such things, magnetic tape
is the perfect solution.
Much of the world’s data is still kept on tape, including data
for basic science, such as particle physics and radio astronomy,
human heritage and national archives, major motion pictures,
banking, insurance, oil exploration, and more.
Tape has been around for a long while, yes, but the technology
hasn’t been frozen in time. Quite the contrary. Like the hard disk and
the transistor, magnetic tape has advanced enormously over the decades.
The main reason why companies use tape is usually simple
economics. Tape storage costs one-sixth the amount you’d have
to pay to keep the same amount of data on disks, which is why
you find tape systems almost anywhere that massive amounts of
data are being stored.
Tape has survived for as long as it has for one fundamental
reason: It’s cheap. And it’s getting cheaper all the time. This is
great news for anyone tasked to deal with the explosion in data
on a storage budget that remains flat.
Early on, the areal densities of tapes and hard drives were
similar. However, because they have a much larger surface area
available for recording, state-of-the-art tape systems provide a
native cartridge capacity of up to 15 TB—greater than the highestcapacity hard drives on the market.
This, in turn, will only increase the cost advantage of tape over
hard drives and other storage technologies. So even though you may
rarely see it outside of a black-and-white movie, magnetic tape, old
as it is, will be here for years to come. Especially if you store it in
DataSafe’s climate-controlled vault storage! info@datasafe.com.

“An optimist is the human personification
of spring.” —Susan J. Bissonette
The material contained in this newsletter is for informational purposes only and is based upon
sources believed to be reliable and authoritative; however, it has not been independently verified

WasteSafe Corner

Regulations for Disposing Medical Waste: How
Does this Affect the Disposal Process?
If you are a California business that
produces infectious medical waste
regardless of your industry, you are
legally responsible to dispose of it
properly. In fact, there are specific
medical waste regulations in place that pertain to the
disposal process and its importance. These laws are in
place to keep the public safe, protecting health, worker
safety, and our environment.
How do These Medical Waste Regulations Affect Disposal?
Pickup Services: If or when medical waste is no longer under
your supervision, the laws mandate that you will still be fully liable
if any violations in the transportation process are discovered. It is
highly suggested that you partner with a qualified, reputable and
compliant, waste disposal company before binding to any signed
contracts; this is of course for your legal protection.
Appropriate Employee Training: DOT regulations
surrounding how material is packaged whether collected or mailed
back, must be met appropriately before being transferred. With each
regulation, there are specific procedures for the separation of your
medical waste; for example, each item should be separated into their
own category, be it sharps, pharmaceutical, anatomical waste, etc.
All regulations tend to separate medical waste items into
similar categories (e.g. sharps, pharmaceutical, anatomical waste).
With each category comes a distinct method of predisposal
treatment that must be followed, so it is critical your staff remains
up to date on these regulations and is fully aware of how to properly
sort and package all medical waste.
In addition, OSHA requires that staff be trained to properly
handle and store medical waste annually.
Best Approach to Handling Medical Waste
With so many medical waste regulations requiring compliance,
forgetting a step in the disposal process or incorrectly throwing away
this waste, can happen very easily. This risk alone, is why several
companies and medical facilities will turn to professionals for their
waste management needs. A medical waste disposal company has the
resources and expertise to handle this important process, successfully,
protecting you from non-compliance risks. Focus on the necessities
of your business, and we’ll focus on your medical waste.
Turn to WasteSafe to look after your Waste Disposal Needs!
At WasteSafe, we understand that the medical waste disposal
process is tedious and complex. We’re fully dedicated to providing
you with the highest quality medical waste disposal services so
you are never in bad standing with anyone who regulates medical
waste—on the federal and local level.
No matter what your specific waste disposal needs are, we can
put together a plan that best fits your schedule and budget. We
provide several medical waste disposal options for every industry
requiring a unique disposal approach. Simply get in touch with
us to hear more about our medical waste transport and disposal
services and how we’ll help you safely remove this hazardous waste.
Call WasteSafe at 888-747-3380

Squeezy’s still traveling!
“Squeezy recently got back from Mexico
City! Squeezy visited the Teotihuacán
pyramids and the Parque de Chapultepec!”

March Service Awards
Celebrating DataSafe
Employee Anniversaries

23 years
Carlos Rosales, Service Delivery Representative, South SF
Joined DataSafe on 3/26/1996
1 year
Tom Pitchon, Relocation Specialist, South San Francisco
Joined DataSafe on 3/12/2018

Survey of the Month Winner:
Thanks to Juan Cuevas of Genesis Building Services for the great photo!
Next month Squeezy’s adventures continue! Turn in your Squeezy
pictures today! Remember: $50 to the person who turns in the best
picture every month! Email your pictures to: info@datasafe.com.
Don’t have a Squeezy? Ask your Account Manager for your free
Squeezy or email your request to: info@datasafe.com.

Do You Have A Question For Us?
If you have a question related to off-site document storage,
scanning, shredding, or media vaulting, please feel free
to give us a call or send us an e-mail.

Glenn Ringer of Geographic
Expeditions
We want to hear from you! We value your feedback and
want to know what we’re doing right, where we can improve,
and other services you’d like us to provide.
Please fill out a survey today!

Client Compliment

“Your service is fast and accurate, and I have
absolute trust that our records are in good hands.
Thank you, DataSafe!”

Contact Information: 800.275.SAFE (800.275.7233)
or info@datasafe.com

Win a $50 Amazon Gift Card!

Each month we’ll give you a new type of challenge!
All those who reply with a correct answer are eligible to win
a $50 Amazon Gift Card.
At the end of this month we’ll draw one lucky name.
Here is this month’s challenge:
What does this say?
ECLART
Last Month’s Answer to:
Who earns a living by driving their customers away?

A Taxi Driver!

Last Month’s Winner:

An n a De La F uent e
Sutt er H ill Ventur es
E-mail your answer(s) to news@datasafe.com

“I need this sorted, stapled and filed,
then shredded, burned and denied.”

think spring
More great coupons and promotions coming soon!

